
•The lion, which is mightiest among beasts and does not turn back 
before any; Prov.30:30 
•Bold- is a comparative term. Like bold text, bold leaders stand out. 
What makes a bold leader bold is their willingness to act. To initiate. To 
execute.

•Bold is a Jr. high Girl wanting instagram.


•She is clear. I should have instagram. She is focused. Everything 
else can wait… She is stubborn. I will not take no for an answer. She 
is resourceful. If Mom won’t let me, I’ll go to Dad. If Dad is a no-go, 
it’s on to grandparents. 

•Clear. Focused. Stubborn. Resourceful. BOLD. 
•Is there anything you desire that you are …CFSR  
•Remember when you started off like a roaring lion, ready to conquer 
the world? You had courage, resilience, and an unstoppable spirit. But 
then life happened, and things changed. The challenges, people, and 
circumstances tamed that mighty ROAR into a weak meow.  
• If there’s still life, you can get your ROAR back! 

Roar starts in the Mind! 
•For as he thinks in his heart, so is he. Prov 23:7 NKJV 
•Only 2 animals God identified with. Eagle and Lion.Both are the kings 
of their domain. How does God think? Soar & Roar

•1.Lion not tallest.2.Not largest.3.Not fastest.4.Not smartest

•Yet he is the KING!- The Lion crushes your excuses. 
• What makes him unique? It’s their mentality. LION ATTITUDE!  
•Attitude is a product of belief.Attitudes produce behaviors. Whatever 
we think about the most we manifest in our lives. 
•It’s a persons thinking that makes them different.

•Lion sees an elephant and thinks-LUNCH! He acts the way he 
thinks. 
•When elephant sees the lion he thinks=Lunch! All of his abilities 
are limited by how he thinks. 
• Identify the belief that makes you think you’re lunch and not lion. 
•Your life is what you think it should be. If you don’t like who you are 
change how you think!

•What you believe determines how you behave.-  
• BOLDNESS IS BEHAVIOR BORN OUT OF BELIEF.  
•Lion is King because of what he believes about himself. 



• An army of sheep led by a lion will always defeat an army of lions 
led by a sheep. 

THOUGHT AUDIT- How many neg., fear filled, positive…  
•You will never know you’re poor until you meet someone who has 
more. 
•1.Identify stronghold. Name it.- You cannot defeat what you cannot 
define. 
•2.Name the truth that demolishes that stronghold. 
•Most of our beliefs were set by someone whose beliefs were set by 
someone. But what if you allowed the Holy Spirit to set your beliefs.

• “I cannot afford to have a thought in my mind about me that God 

doesn't have in His." 
•To a Lion everything looks like lunch. To a gazelle everything looks like 
lunch. 
•Do you believe this? I believe. Help my unbelief.


You are what you THINK!! 
•The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On 
the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. We 
demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought 
to make it obedient to Christ. 2 Corinthians 10:3-5 (NIV) 
•One of the saddest ways to live your life is being blind to your 
strengths. Here’s the tricky thing: the world won’t tell you your 
strength. 
•Story of the Lion who thought he was a sheep. 
•End declaring over their lives!
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